
The aim of this article is to give an account of the ritualized ways of communication of the ruling communities of the high and later Middle Ages in the Central European region. It focuses on the neighbouring realms of Bohemia, Hungary and Austria in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (c. 1250 – c. 1350). It argues that the ruling communities were formed from diverse political groups, most prominently represented by the ruler and his entourage (dynasty, court) on the one hand and the elites (both lay and spiritual) on the other. The rule (lordship) over a particular realm was a mixture of cooperation, competition and compromise between these groups. Secondly, these political communities therefore felt the constant need for public representation of their status, rank and symbolic role within the society. Effective ways to express belonging to a political group included a range of symbols, gestures and specific rhetoric.
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In this paper we would like to present a new interpretation of the forms of communication and representation of the political elites in the High Middle Ages in the Central European region. We have directed our attention to the territories of Hungary, Austria, Bohemia and Moravia in the 13th and 14th centuries, especially between 1250 and 1350. For our conception of the theme, it is necessary to apply various interdisciplinary approaches to the problem and naturally to under-
take comparative soundings into the source materials from these three countries.\textsuperscript{1} This approach starts from two basic premises.

The first is the conviction that the ruling elites were in reality varied political groups, represented by the monarch and those closest to him in physical, social and hierarchical terms, meaning the ruling dynasty and court on the one hand, and the local elites, both religious and secular on the other. These groups had their specific characteristics, structure and above all their ways of presenting their community, exclusiveness and solidarity.\textsuperscript{2} In each of these states, government and the exercise of power was a symbiosis of cooperation, competition and compromise between these groups.

The second premise is the view that the political elites had a continual need to present their status, position and symbolic role in the framework of medieval society. The use of a wide range of symbols, gestures and specific rhetoric was an effective way to express membership of particular political groups, create social bonds or to communicate the idea of such a community.\textsuperscript{3}

Examination of the forms of communication and ritualized presentation of political groups enables us to answer three basic research questions:

What was the essence and meaning of the rituals and symbols that reflected and represented the ruling strategies of political groups? What role did these groups play in exercising power, including the processes of decision making, ad-


vising the monarch and joint exercise of power? What power political strategies were used during the continual dynastic conflicts, succession crises and efforts to legitimate power?

Central European parallels
We will attempt to demonstrate the inter-connections and significance of ruling elites in the society of the period as expressed in ritualized communication by comparing source materials from Hungary, the Czech Lands and Austria. Various reasons led us to define our theme of research in this way. One of them was the conviction that these relationships in all three countries underwent substantial changes in the 13th and 14th centuries. This was caused to a large extent by the fact that in all three monarchies, the “native” dynasty died out: the Babenbergs of Austria in 1246, the Arpáds of Hungary in 1301 and the Přemyslids of Bohemia in 1306. The consolidation and stabilization of the position of the new monarchs and their dynasties – Habsburgs, Angevins and Luxembourgs – in the framework of their new kingdoms or duchy (in the case of Austria) was associated with prolonged conflicts and negotiations with the local aristocratic elites, courts and ecclesiastical and urban communities. New politically influential groups arose in this process, new alliances were formed and innovative power political strategies emerged. Rituals and the ritualized communication of these groups played a significant role in these cases. We will look at their logic, form and course following the examples of all three regions.

The geographical definition of the study was also given by practical considerations. The concept of Central or East Central Europe is a long studied but still controversial theme of historiography. The concept of so-called Ostmitteleuropa, of which the Czech, Polish and Hungarian monarchies formed the core prevailed for decades in medieval studies. The region is similarly understood in


English language literature under the designation *Central Europe*. However, the same term often represents a much larger part of our continent. Apart from the core comprising the historical Czech Lands, Hungary and Poland, it also includes territories of modern Germany, Austria, Slovenia and Croatia. Other authors place a region defined like this and enriched with parts of the Balkans and Eastern Europe under the term East-Central Europe. The aim of this study is not to provide a further definition of Central or East-Central Europe. For the needs of research into forms of communication of medieval elites, it was necessary to limit the field of research to a region enabling the greatest possible degree of comparison.

The number and character of the narrative and diplomatic sources was also not the least important of the considerations leading us to study the Austrian, Hungarian, Czech and Moravian political elites. Relations between Hungary, Austria and the Czech Lands were very close in the 13th and 14th centuries, and each of them often played an important role in the political development of the others. Examples include the conflict between the Czech and Hungarian monarchs over the Austrian succession or the effort of the Přemyslids to gain the crown of Hungary after the Arpád dynasty died out. As a result, events in all these countries were recorded in a similar way in comparable regional sources.

For the Austrian lands we are well informed by the work *Liber certarum historiarum* written by the Abbot of Admont John of Viktring (cca 1270–1345/1347). The work, written in the years 1340–1343 and covering the period 715–1343, offers a detailed picture of events in the Central European region during the period researched by us, namely the second half of the 13th and first half of the 14th centuries. Apart from domestic affairs, the author often mentioned events in Bohemia, Moravia and Hungary. Another useful source is the so-called *Styrian (or Austrian) rhymed chronicle* by Ottokar of Styria (cca 1265 – cca 1318/1322), which includes various details and reports on Hungarian and Czech history preserved in no other contemporary source.

The basic source for the Czech Lands is the chronicle written between the years 1301 and 1339 by the Cistercian abbots Otto of Thuringia († 1314) and

---


8 JOHNSON, ref. 5, p. 3-12.


Peter of Zittau (1260/1270–1339) at Zbraslav Abbey. The *Zbraslav Chronicle* or *Chronicon Aulae Regiae* is a unique narrative source on the events of the last years of the Přemyslid dynasty and of the beginning of the rule of the Luxembourg dynasty. The chronicle of the period 1253–1338 was planned as a work celebrating the rule of the last Přemyslids, but in its final form it offers a well-rounded picture of social and political development not only in the Czech environment, but also in the neighbouring Austrian and Hungarian realms.\(^{12}\) The period of the Luxembourg dynasty is very well covered in the works of various court chroniclers of the first half of the 14th century such as Přibík Pulkava of Radenín (†1380) and Beneš Krabice of Weitmile (†1375).\(^{13}\)

In the case of Hungary, the situation with sources is much more complex because no work comparable to the *Zbraslav Chronicle* or the *Liber certarum historiarum* has survived. For the 14th century we are dependent mainly on the *Chronicle Composition of the 14th Century* written at the Angevin court after 1350 and composed of two main parts: the so-called *Vienna Pictorial Chronicle* and the *Buda Chronicle*.\(^{14}\) Complementary information, especially on the reign of Louis the Great is found in the so-called *Dubnica Chronicle* (*Chronicon Dubnicense*), which contains shorter historical works (*Chronicle of the Anonymous Minorite* or *Chronicle of John of Šarišské Sokolovce*).\(^{15}\) An important source for the 13th century, especially on the emerging idea of the community of the realm (*communitas regni*) is the *Chronicle of Simon of Keza* written between 1282 and 1285. Surviving diplomatic material was another source of information about all three countries. We used it to clarify controversial or less reflected questions.

**Bohemia and Moravia**

In the Czech Lands, the idea of a political “community” (*communitas regni*) had a long tradition and was already known from the Early Middle Ages. From the beginning of Czech “statehood” it had two main components. The first was the prince and ruling dynasty, which bore the name of the first, mythical Czech prince,

---

Přemysl. The second was the free warriors, who gradually became landowners and “officials” loyal to the prince. The unity and complementarity of these two parts of society was decisive, because together they formed the essence of the Czech realm – the so-called mír (pax and ordo). According to contemporary sources, the attempts of the Přemyslid monarchs to free themselves from this union by obtaining a royal crown by the grace of God and from the hand of the Holy Roman Emperor were perceived as unnatural violations of the rules of political life. In the 11th and 12th centuries, a new idea appeared, according to which the whole community belonged to its heavenly patron and eternal ruler: St. Václav. This idea was officially expressed on coins bearing the inscription: “Pax Sancti Wenceslai in manu NN”. Recent Czech historiography corrects this traditional scheme mainly with regard to the meaning of the “community of Czechs”. This community of free leading men figured from the beginnings of Czech history as an essential component of public affairs. The Prague court and assembly of Czechs administered all important matters. The Czech prince presided over the assembly and the elders had the main say in it. Precisely these elders were the bearers of the concept of the Přemyslid principality, because it was they who had concluded an agreement with the legendary Přemysl the Ploughman. The communal assembly (commune colloquium) was the place where vitally important matters were decided, including the election of the prince, oaths of allegiance and whether to go to war or make peace. Thus, the leading elders and the prince held the traditionally transmitted knowledge that precisely these “assemblies of the Czechs” were the pillar of the constitutional structures of the Czech Principality.

A domestic Czech definition of the ruling community also appeared in a later period. The so-called Dalimil presented it in his 14th century chronicle.

---


19 WIHODA, ref. 18, p. 66-67.

chronicler offers his own vision of the *communitas regni*, using the words *obec* (*community*), *jazyk* (*language*) and *země* (*land*). Thus, the author defined his idea of the ruling elites in geographical and ethnic terms.\(^{21}\)

The changes of the 13th century also affected the social and political groups traditionally designated as the *nobility* (*nobilitas*, in Slovak: *šľachta*), which began to be internally divided. Various rituals and symbols appeared representing their status, including knightly tournaments, heraldry and so on, which were brought to the Czech Lands by cultural and political influences from the West. Another of the innovations, which reflected these changes, was the establishment of the state court (*zemský soud*, *colloquium generale*), which served these groups as a forum for the application of law and justice, but also for their own representation and as places from which to influence the princely government. On the other side, King Václav II (1278–1305) introduced the ritual of written oaths of allegiance to the king, which were obligatory for higher placed members of the political community. The traditional mythological *mír* (*peace*) changed and was replaced by law, which was sought and found at the state court.\(^{22}\)

The first joint action of fully developed aristocratic groups happened in 1278 after the death of King Přemysl Ottokar II (1253–1278), when they acted as the most influential pieces on the political chess board during the minority of his heir Václav II. A decisive moment came after the death of the last Přemyslid Václav III (1305–1306) in 1306, when the whole administration of the kingdom was directed by the most influential part of the nobility grouped in a community called the *lords* (*páni*).\(^{23}\) Those interested in the vacant Czech throne had to take into account the strength and influence of this group if they hoped to successfully achieve their aim.

These changes left significant traces in the contemporary narrative sources. One of the pretenders to the vacant Czech throne was Rudolf III of Habsburg

---


\(^{23}\) HLAVÁČEK, ref. 21, p. 324f; BEREND – URBAŇCZYK – WISZEWSKI, ref. 7, p. 462-463.
(1306–1307) son of the King of the Romans Albrecht (1298–1308). According to the contemporary narrative sources (Iohannis abbatis Victoriensis Liber certarum historiarum, Ottokars Österreichische Reimchronik) Rudolf and Albrecht succeeded in persuading part of the Czech and Moravian nobility to support their candidature at a meeting in Znojmo in 1307. The Habsburgs claimed that inheritance in the female line was not legal in the Czech Lands, so Rudolf did not marry one of the sisters of Václav III, but the widow of Václav II, the Polish Queen Elizabeth/Richeza. Therefore, the resulting ceremony at Znojmo had to emphasize that the Czech kingship was a vassal office granted by the Holy Roman Emperor. Therefore, Rudolf publicly refused the title of king by laying down the flags representing it as an imperial fief. His father Albrecht then returned the flags not only to Rudolf, but also to his brothers standing by him. In this way, Albrecht attempted to change the succession rules of Bohemia. In the event of Rudolf’s death, power would automatically pass to one of his brothers. According to the above mentioned sources, the Czech and Moravian lords present in Znojmo had to swear allegiance to all the Habsburg brothers present in Znojmo. At the end, four documents were prepared and signed. One was signed by the prelates, the second by the Czech lords, the third by the Moravian lords and the fourth by the representatives of the towns. The ritualized confirmation of the new rulers of the Czech Lands was an obvious result and symbolic expression of relationships between the ruling dynasty and the local political and social elites.

The other players on the political chess board during the interregnum included the above mentioned sisters of Václav III Anne, Elizabeth and Margaret.

---

24 Iohannis abbatis Victoriensis Liber certarum historiarum, ref. 10, p. 373-374.
27 “der hantvest wurden viere: diu ein von allen den prelâten, die beidiu lant hätén, Bêheim und Merhaerenlant, swei die wären genant; só was geschriben der beine von allen c herren gemeine unde von den suppan gar; die Bêheim häte d sunderbär; er lie ouch niht belîben, er hiez die dritten schrîben von allen den hern, die dâ waren gesezzen in Merhaeren; der vierte brief und der leste wart gemachet veste von allen den steten, die beidiu lant heten.” Ottokars Österreichische Reimchronik. MGH Dt. Chron., 5/1.2, ref. 11, p. 1181; For more details and sources ANTONÍN, Robert. Probleme bei der Gründung einer neuen Dynastie. In MOZDZIOCH, Sławomir – Wiszewski, Przemysław (Eds.). Consensus or Violence? Cohesive Forces in Early and High Medieval Societies (9th – 14th c.). Wrocław: Institute of History at the University of Wrocław, 2013, p. 193. ISBN 9788363760090.
an effort to reverse the unfavourable course of events, they also decided to use ritualized means. According to the court chronicler of Charles IV Přibík Pulkava of Radenín, the sisters appeared in front of the Czech barons, fell on their knees (flexis genibus) and supplicated (supplicaverunt), with the barons not to take away their natural hereditary right. Since the noble lords had already sworn to support Rudolf of Habsburg, the claims and demands of the Přemyslid sisters remained unheard.

The prolonged conflict eventually ended with the victory of John of Luxembourg (1310–1346), who became the new King of Bohemia in 1310. A significant majority of the Czech ruling groups had decided in his favour. In any case, that is the interpretation of the event left to us by Beneš Krabice. According to him, the embassy from Prague to Luxembourg, to offer John the Czech throne was a mission of the great majority of the ruling elite, including the lords, prelates, high aristocrats and burgurers. The more impressive this embassy looked, the more legitimate it was in the eyes of John’s contemporaries.

However, the whole affair was complicated by the fact that the new king was not willing to stay in Prague for long. For him, the Lands of St. Václav meant mainly a source of wealth to finance his expensive foreign policy. As a result there were repeated disputes between John and the local political elites. At Easter 1318 in Domažlice there was a public reconciliation between King John and the leading men of Bohemia (maiores Boemie) mediated by the Holy Roman Emperor, Louis of Bavaria (1314–1347). All the representatives, who had been fighting against John of Luxembourg, swore oaths of allegiance and again received royal favour (universi barones, qui se fere communiter regi). In return, John promised to dismiss his German advisers, and in future take all important decisions after discussion with the Council of the Bohemians (cum Boemorum


29 “quod tres prefate sorores flexis genibus coram omnibus baronibus regni Boemie supplicaverunt...” Kronika Příbika Pulkavy z Radeníně, FRB V, ref. 13, p. 187-188: Comp. ANTÓNIN, ref. 27, p. 196.

30 The handing over of power in the Czech Lands to John is presented in the same spirit: “Die sequenti Iohannes, filius regis Romanorum, indutus regalis, cum vexillis regni Bohemie, stipatus principum, comitum, baronum nobiliumque magna cum multitudo, regnum Boemie ab imperio in foedum sucipit in civitate predicta.” Cronica ecclesiae Pragensis Benessii Krabice de Weitmile, FRB IV, ref. 13, p. 467. Comp. ANTÓNIN, ref. 27, p. 200.
Thus, in 1318 John decided on a compromise according to which the administration and judiciary of the Czech Lands were in the hands of the noble groups. In return for this, John of Luxembourg gained money and confirmation of his royal dignity.

Hungary

The 13th century was also a fundamental period for the development of relations between the ruling Arpád dynasty and other relevant political groups. These processes were influenced by various key factors, the most important of which were the repeated dynastic conflicts between the monarchs and their heirs: King Emeric came into conflict with his brother Andrew II; Andrew II with his son Bela IV; Bela IV with his son Stephen V; Ladislas IV fought with the clergy and aristocrats; the aristocrats fought with Andrew III. These conflicts enabled the emerging nobility to exploit the situation to increase their political capital by

31 “Rex namque Romanorum Lodovicus, amicus pacis, Johannem regem cum Elyzabeth regina nec non maiores Boemie, qui auctores discordie fuerant, in Thust civitatem convocavit, ibique in die sancto Pasche, qui tunc in diem beati Georgii evenerat, inter partes contrarias reconciliacionis concordiam sub temporis brevis compendio ordinavit. Ibi Henricus de Lypa, qui pro gracia regis et regine plurimum, ut videbatur, laboraverat, prius denegatam graciam, nunc velud ultro oblatam faciliter obtinebat. Ibi Wilhelmus de Landestein, qui regno damnpa fecerat et dampna suscepterat, pari facilitate regis graciam obtinebat. Ibi universi barones, qui se fere communiter regi, suo domino, opposuerant, reformati gracie regali se novo iuramento ad fidem regi servanterat, nec aliquo externo et advene beneficia recommittere, sed cum Boemorum consilio universa regni velit negocia pertractare.” Chronicon Aulae Regiae, Lib. II, cap. 3, FRB IV, ref. 12, p. 247-248.

32 HLAVÁČEK, ref. 21, p. 345-346; MORAW, Peter. Die Länder der Krone Böhmen. In LÖWENER, ref. 4, p. 155.


supporting one side or the other. The nobility began to constitute itself as an independent and self-conscious entity in the framework of the political community of the realm \((\text{communitas regni})\).\(^{35}\) It was also divided into two main groups – the lower and higher nobility, and the rising importance of the lower nobility – the \(\text{servientes regis}\) was expressed in the granting of the \(\text{Golden Bull}\) by King Andrew II (1205–1235) in 1222.\(^{36}\)

One of the most note-worthy results of the changes of the 13th century was formulation of the idea of a political community of free men – \(\text{communitas}\). The originator of this concept was the educated chronicler Simon of Keza in his work \textit{Gesta Hungarorum}.\(^{37}\) Simon’s theory of \(\text{communitas}\) expressed the demand for a “\text{general assembly of the realm}”\(^{38}\) of the lower nobility, which met in the 1270s and 1280s in order to gain access to the application of government and join with the monarch against the anarchic rule of baronial groups and factions. The aim of Simon’s political theory was to prove that the ancient Hunnic – Magyar \(\text{communitas}\) had not disappeared entirely with the coming of the Christian Kingdom of Hungary, its power had not been transferred entirely to the kings without “\text{something remaining in their hands}”.\(^{39}\) It expressed in a colourful and very readable way the political demand that began to appear around 1280, namely that kings should grant the community of noblemen the right to participate in a \(\text{congregatio generalis}\) to exercise power and pass legislation. On the other hand, the \(\text{communitas nobiliorum}\),\(^{40}\) which found its spokesman in Simon of Keza, was

---


\(^{39}\) Ibid., p. XC VIII, XCIX.

\(^{40}\) Simonis de Keza \textit{Gesta Hungarorum}, ref. 37: “\text{communitas tota}” (c. 95), “\text{principes et nobiles regni}” (c. 46). Simon of Keza was also ahead of his time on this question. His chronicle is traditionally dated to the years 1282-1283. The concept universitas regni appears in a document from 1299, but the expression universae nobilitatis \(\text{communitas}\) was accepted into Hungary’s

---
prepared to support and strengthen the central royal power against those, who “incline towards an idle life” meaning the magnates.\textsuperscript{41}

The weakening of royal power and parallel strengthening of the importance of the aristocratic elites was most visible during the anarchic years of the rule of the last kings of the Arpád dynasty. Government power passed into the hands of several magnate groups. These were definitively broken and subjugated to the central royal power only after the establishment of the new Angevin dynasty on the throne of Hungary after the victorious campaigns of King Charles Robert (1301–1342) in the period 1310–1321.\textsuperscript{42}

We can trace an illustrative example of ritualized representation and the role of rituals in political conflicts by looking at the public communication during the famous meeting at Buda in 1304 between King Václav II of Bohemia and his son, the King of Hungary Ladislas V (1301–1305). After coming to Hungary and immediately before the meeting, Václav II decided after obvious consideration that the coming ceremony had to happen exactly according to established customs.\textsuperscript{43} Therefore, he requested that his son the king would be dressed in ceremonial clothing and adorned with the royal insignia (\textit{...sub diademate et omnibus indumentis regali regni Ungarie solemniter insignitum}). Only after welcoming speeches did the kings of Hungary and Bohemia meet face to face standing on precious rugs and carpets in the presence of various prominent aristocrats (\textit{principibus, comitibus ac nobilibus pluribus}). A father’s love and wish to see his son after a long separation could not threaten the need to stage a meeting of kings according to the appropriate rules, to demonstrate Ladislas’s majesty. This involved the ritual of so-called crown-wearing or \textit{Unter-Krone-gehen}.\textsuperscript{44} In

\textsuperscript{41} “vivere volentes otiose”, \textit{Simonis de Keza Gesta Hungarorum}, ref. 37, c. 96; SZŰCS, ref. 38, p. XCVIII-IC.


\textsuperscript{44} The events are interpreted in the same spirit by \textit{DVOŘÁČKOVÁ-MALÁ}, Dana. Dvorský ceremoniál, rituály a komunikace v dobovém kontextu. (Court ceremonial, rituals and com-
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precisely this way, the King of Bohemia attempted to strengthen the legitimacy and authority of his son, which was doubted by the majority of the Hungarian political elite.\(^{45}\)

In this case, the sources mention an interesting fact. The Styrian chronicler Ottakar aus der Gaal gave a detailed description of the preparations and course of the whole meeting in his *Rhymed chronicle*. In connection with the Hungarian crown placed on the head of the ceremonially dressed Ladislas, the chronicler mentions that this was only allowed on important religious feast days and no more than three times a year.\(^{46}\) Ottakar adds that King Václav II had to undertake

---


\(^{46}\) “...darnach zatze man im schöne úf sin houbt die heilic krône, die sant Stephan truoc úf sin houbt: ðiu ist dem kunig erloubt ze tragen niht môr? nur sô er got dienen wil sunderbär, zdem meisten ðristunt in dem jár.” *Ottokars Österreichische Reimchronik*. MGH Dt. Chron. 5/2, ref. 11, p. 1091.
prolonged negotiations with the Hungarian magnates to enable his son Ladislas to use the royal insignia during their meeting.

One of the possible explanations of these events is that from the beginning it was a deliberately planned performance staged by Václav II. Organization of a public meeting of kings accompanied by ceremonial crown wearing by the questionable King Ladislas would give Václav an ideal opportunity to gain access to the Hungarian royal insignia. A unique use of a relic, hitherto unprecedented in Hungary, occurred at the meeting. Since the royal orb, a traditional part of the insignia of kings of Hungary, was not available at the time of the meeting in Buda, Václav replaced it with a precious relic of the first King of Hungary, the so-called right arm of St. Stephen (in Hungarian: *Szent Jobb*). The young Ladislas held this relic in his right hand during the whole meeting. These rituals, together with the selection of the name Ladislas and holding of the meeting on St. Ladislas’ day, were part of a deliberate strategy intended to legitimize the rule of the young Přemyslid. All the actions pointed to Ladislas’s relationship with the Arpád dynasty of which he considered himself the rightful continuer. Thus, we have here a legitimizing ritual, which also enabled Václav II to gain access to the Hungarian coronation regalia, which he and his son took away with them to Prague. In this way, the performance of these rituals symbolically expressed the required ideas and messages, which represented a strong weapon in the political struggle between King Ladislas of Hungary, his powerful allies and father Václav II on one side, and the Hungarian nobility on the other.

After gaining the throne of Hungary, the Angevin monarchs also had to find a way to agree and consolidate peace and cooperation with the Hungarian elites.

---


48 “in einer hant er truoc sant Stephans arm, der ist kluc in luterm golde verwiert und mit gesteine c geziert.” Ottokars Österreichische Reimchronik. MGH Dt. Chron. 5/2, ref. 11, p. 1091.

Charles Robert of Anjou, a monarch coming from a part of Europe that was used to highly ritualized political discourse, did not leave anything to chance.\(^{50}\) The long period from the coming of Charles Robert to Hungary in 1301 to his definitive recognition as the only legitimate King of the Hungarians in 1310 was marked by prolonged negotiations with local elites.\(^{51}\) The Angevin had to gain support from the divided political groups of his new kingdom and this communication was often done by means of public assemblies, private meetings or ceremonial events, such as his three coronations (1301, 1308, 1310), the \textit{adventus regis} ritual, swearing of allegiance and so on. Charles Robert had dynastic legitimacy, the right of succession, support from the Papal Curia and from 1308 also the “true” Crown of St. Stephen. However, he became the real and undoubted King of Hungary only after public recognition of his power and legitimacy by the political elites. This usually happened at public meetings in parliaments, synods or military camps and by means of swearing of oaths of allegiance and feudal service.\(^{52}\) The king not only had to fulfil all the demands placed on any King of Hungary, ability to reach agreement with the most influential political groups in the country was equally important for recognition of his legitimacy and authority. Even after his definitive coronation in 1310, it still took another

---


11 years for Charles Robert to finally break the opposition of his last opponents and gain their loyalty.\(^{53}\)

**The Austrian Lands**

The Austrian political elites passed through similar changes to those in Hungary and the Czech Lands. The native Babenberg dynasty died out as early as 1246 after the unfortunate battle on the Leitha river, where Duke Frederick II (1211–1246) died. This was the beginning of a turbulent period of internal conflicts, in which various foreign protagonists participated. In the end, the Habsburgs triumphed, after Rudolf I (German King and King of the Romans 1273–1291) defeated King Přemysl Ottokar II of Bohemia in 1276. The local noble elites also fully entered the political scene in full strength for the first time in precisely this period. They were the most important political force in the Duchy of Austria for many years.\(^{54}\)

They also formed new political groups and institutions. During the *interregnum*,\(^{55}\) which lasted from 1246 to 1251, the political importance of the so-called


increased, while the ministeriales Austriae represented the whole country and its inhabitants. They were the most important partner for anybody, who wanted to be accepted as the legitimate successors of the Babenbergs. They were a specific group of noblemen, who participated in government during the period when Přemysl Ottokar II ruled Austria, giving him help and advice, as the contemporary sources show. The public ritualized representation of the acceptance of Přemysl Ottokar II on the ducal throne and his alliance with the ministerialibus Austriae universis happened at a ceremonial placitum generale at Korneuburg in 1251. After gaining the support of the majority of important political groups, the new monarch could accept the country as his own. And thirdly, precisely these local elites were the key allies of the next ruler of Austria: Rudolf of Habsburg, King of the Romans. The first years of his reign involved alternation of conflict and cooperation with the regional ruling groups.

The case of the struggles for the Babenberg succession is an excellent example for the observation of forms of communication between political communities, because in the course of a few years, various actors became actively involved in the hope of gaining power over the duchy. Apart from the local elites, these were the King of Hungary Bela IV (1235–1270), the King of Bohemia Přemysl Ottokar II and the King of the Romans Rudolf of Habsburg, who entered the political arena in an effort to gain influence in the former Babenberg lands. They all had to make repeated efforts to find various ways of solving their conflicts with each other. In the course of this, they used various ritualized tech-

---

56 Grundherrenverband increased, while the ministeriales Austriae represented the whole country and its inhabitants. They were the most important partner for anybody, who wanted to be accepted as the legitimate successors of the Babenbergs. They were a specific group of noblemen, who participated in government during the period when Přemysl Ottokar II ruled Austria, giving him help and advice, as the contemporary sources show. The public ritualized representation of the acceptance of Přemysl Ottokar II on the ducal throne and his alliance with the ministerialibus Austriae universis happened at a ceremonial placitum generale at Korneuburg in 1251. After gaining the support of the majority of important political groups, the new monarch could accept the country as his own. And thirdly, precisely these local elites were the key allies of the next ruler of Austria: Rudolf of Habsburg, King of the Romans. The first years of his reign involved alternation of conflict and cooperation with the regional ruling groups.

57 It was an exclusive group of the most important land owners. NIEDERSTÄTTER, Alois. Geschichte Österreichs. Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 2007, p. 70. ISBN 9783170191938.

58 “auxilio quorundam nobilium de Austria”, “consilio et auxilio quorundam ministerialium” or “vocatione magnatum Austriae” MGH SS 9, p. 643, 792 and MGH SS 17, p. 393. In 1253 Přemysl Ottokar II. said that he had been invited into Austria by the “nobiles, comites, barones”. ŠEBÁNEK, Jindřich – DUŠKOVÁ, Sáša (Eds.). Codex diplomaticus et epistolaris regni Bohemiae (CDB) IV/1. Praha 1962, p. 583, no. 465.


60 Compare MGH Const. III, p. 406, no. 412 (1288 IV, 12 Basel). For a convincing recent account of the problem see LUTTER, ref. 54, p. 41-64.

niques for carrying on political struggles, as can be clearly seen in the conflict between Rudolf I and Přemysl Ottokar II from 1273 to 1278.

In 1274, Rudolf decided to accuse the King of Bohemia at an assembly of princes of refusing to accept his office as a fief from Rudolf’s hands, as had been the custom for a long time. The secular and spiritual princes traditionally acted as judges in the disputes of Emperors with kings and magnates. An interesting episode in the on-going dispute occurred in a military camp near Vienna in 1276 in the form of a so-called arbitrium principum. Bishop Berthold of Würzburg and Duke Ludwig of Bavaria represented Rudolf, while Bishop Bruno of Olomouc and Margrave Otto of Brandenburg defended the position of Přemysl Ottokar II. They found a joint solution, intended to decide the dispute and present appropriate conditions for both sides. However, the obstinacy of the Czech monarch and his repeated violation of agreements led to a military solution of the situation with its well known end on the Marchfeld in 1278.

Diplomatic negotiations and military encounters were not the only resources applied during the long conflict between Rudolf and Přemysl Ottokar II. There was also a ceremonial meeting between the two monarchs by the river Danube in the winter of 1276. The basic messages were expressed in ceremonial rituals and the use of symbolic communication, in which Přemysl paid homage to Rudolf as a vassal. After concluding an armistice, the ending of conflict and confirmation of sincere plans for good relations in future by means of planning a marriage between their children, they undertook the last part of their ritualized recon-

---


ciliation. After discrete consultation with his aristocratic associates, something the contemporary source did not forget to emphasize, the Habsburg symbolically granted the Přemyslid the right to rule the Czech Lands by handing over flags to him as his vassal. The Austrian sources also recall that this came after the symbolic humbling of the Czech monarch. Rudolf remembered very well how years before, the proud and then very powerful King of Bohemia had ridiculed him for his lowly origin and poverty, repeatedly calling him the “poor count”.

In Vienna in 1276, at the peak of his power and political dominance over Přemysl Ottokar, Rudolf appeared dressed only in the simple woollen clothing of his notary. This ritual self-humbling was in sharp contrast to the appearance of the King of Bohemia dressed in clothes made from precious materials and adorned with royal insignia. Ottokar was forced to kneel and accept his rule over Bohemia and Moravia from the hands of the “poor count”. We have here the use of another very effective strategy applied in political struggles between medieval ruling groups. A power political aim could be achieved by diplomacy, by force of arms or by performing the appropriate ritual.

The Abbot of Admont and chronicler John of Viktring (cca 1280–1345/1347) left in his work Liber certarum historiarum eloquent proof of the importance of cooperation between the monarch and political groups in ordinary and ceremonial life. He referred to a Biblical text concerning King Salomon from the Book of Proverbs: “In the multitude of people is the king’s honour, but in the want of people is the destruction of the prince” (Proverbs 14, 28). He used these words

---

64 “Videns itaque rex Otakarus tali confederatione et amicitia Rudolfó electo se iunctum, ad instantiam ipsius et petitionem, quorundam etiam suorum consilio inductus, sub spe uberioris gratiae obtulit sibi vexilla quinque in signum subiectiovis, sperans sibi eadem vexilla cum terris quas resignaverat incontinenti restituit. Rudolfus vero, ut vir providus et discretus, cum suis primatibus interlocutoria habita, usus maturi consilio regi Otakaro vexilla duo restituit cum terris Boherniae et Moraviae, ponens eum sub spe restitutionis et aliarum terrarum, assersens se necessitatibus et indigentiss ac rerum carentia esse praegravatum.” Annales Otakariani. Ed. Rudolf Köpke, MGH Scriptores 9, Hannover 1851, p. 191.


to describe the number, glamour and nobility of all the princes, dukes and magnates, who attended the first royal assembly called by Rudolf I in 1277 so that they could express their loyalty and swear their feudal vows to him.68

In the following century, the Habsburgs continued to take all important political decisions and to undertake all important rituals in cooperation with local elites. A constitutive ceremony in this regard was the granting of the Austrian, Styrian or Carinthian lands as feudal holdings. Duke Otto received Austria in 1330 from the hands of the Emperor in Augsburg, and Carinthia in 1335 at Linz. The symbolic handing over of territory always occurred by handing over of flags, and with the assistance of large retinues of aristocrats.69

Conclusions
The examples given above from Austrian, Czech and Hungarian sources clearly show the main features of the relations between the ruling groups in Central Europe in the 13th and 14th centuries. In their basic lines and regional details they fall into the framework of elite strategies and political culture familiar in other parts of Europe in this period.70

On the basis of these sources we can deduce some conclusions with regard to the forms and functioning of communication between the ruling elites in High Medieval Central Europe between about 1250 and 1350. In spite of the claims of older historiography and the extremely one-sided contemporary sources about the irreplaceable and exclusive role of monarchs and royal dynasties,71 it is ne-

68 abbatis Victoriensis Liber certarum historiarum, Liber II, ref. 10, p. 237, where the author uses the phrase in multitudine honor regis.
69 “Dux Otto... suscepit feoda terrarum cum LXXX vexillis, ut dicitur, assitentibus sibi multis comitibus et nobilibus in Augusta.” Iohannis abbatis Victoriensis Liber certarum historiarum Lib V, ref. 10, p. 141; “imperator ... signa precipit erigi vexillula comitibus et alis nobilibus ferenda consignari” Iohannis abbatis Victoriensis Liber certarum historiarum, Liber VI, ref. 10, p. 158.
71 WANDRUSZKA, ref. 55; BOSL, Karl. Ruler and Ruled in the German Empire from the
cessary today to understand power and the exercise of power in medieval realms as the parallel operation of a system of interactions, which included cooperation, conflict and compromise between various ruling groups. Structures and relations between groups mattered more than individuals and events.

The communal identity and ideas of the ruling elites were most clearly visible and expressed on particular occasions and specific conditions, especially:

1. When exercising power and taking decisions, including assemblies, councils and provision of assistance to the monarch;
2. In periods of conflicts and controversies, including legitimization of power and succession crises;
3. On ceremonial occasions such as coronations, ceremonial meetings, convivia and adventus regis.

The active exercise of power and decision making by the monarch and his closest associates was influenced by the idea of the need for collective discussion and consultation with selected persons and groups. These rested on moral and social values as well as on order anchored in traditions and legal customs. The most outward expression of these ideas was the public announcement of decisions by the monarch, normally using ritualized action, which had the role of strengthening his authority. Finally there was the guarantee of the implementation of the decision in the real political struggle, which was also accompanied by numerous rituals and symbols, because the royal power had to be constantly demonstrated in public. Communication between monarchs and other groups with a share in government was based on a close relationship between political decision making, consultation or provision of advice and rituals. These situations called not only for public demonstration of membership of a particular

---

72 LUTTER, ref. 54, p. 41-64.
73 WATTS, ref. 70, especially p. 420-425.
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social group, but also gave protagonists the possibility to formulate new ideas and form new relationships based on new conditions and circumstances. In this regard, the relations between monarchs and political elites were an on-going and constantly developing dialogue.\(^77\)

The above mentioned examples, taken for the purposes of this study mainly from comparable Central European narrative and diplomatic sources, show that it was more than a regional phenomenon: We found similar practices in materials documenting the situation in Hungary, the Czech Lands and Austria.\(^78\) At the same time, we are concerned with phenomena showing signs of the concept of the *longue durée*,\(^79\) since we could trace rituals of the ruling groups with essentially the same form and symbolic messages through the 13th and 14th centuries. Basic social and political changes did not have much influence on the meaning, perception and use of ritualized symbolic communication.

The main reason why a highly ritualized discourse was applied in the communication between the various political groups within the medieval ruling elites derives from the essence of ritual as a universal medium of communication with the potential to create common identities or feelings of community and belonging together (*soziale und politische Gemeinschaftsbildung; gemeinschaftstiftendes Potential*).\(^80\) These were essential for the functioning of medieval elites.


\(^78\) *Iohannis abbatis Victoriensis Liber certarum historiarum*, ref. 10, Liber V, p. 141; Lib VI, p. 158; Lib II, p. 249; *Chronicon Aulae regiae*, ref. 12, Liber 1, chap. 9, p. 15-16; Liber 1, chap. 74, p. 93; *Chronicon Dubnicense*, ref. 15, chap. 131-132, p. 111-114; chap. 135-136, p. 114-116.


By applying modern theoretical concepts and methodologies drawing mainly on Anglo-American and German cultural history and historical anthropology regarding political rituals used by medieval ruling elites, and by their consistent use to analyse and interpret source materials from Central Europe, it is possible to localize and explain the role of the ritualized representation of political communities as one of the important resources for power strategies and public communication. Not the least important aspect is the possibility to place and perceive them in the wider context of the political culture of High and Late Medieval Europe.

* This work was supported by the VEGA agency in the framework of the project: VEGA 2/0110/17 Symbols, gestures and ceremonies in the Middle Ages and by the Agency for Science and Research in the framework of the project APVV-150349 The individual and society – their mutual reflection in the historical process.
schiedenen herrschenden Gruppen umfasst. Mehr als Einzelen und Ereignisse waren also die Strukturen und Beziehungen zwischen einzelnen Gruppen entscheidend. Am besten waren gemeinsame Identität und Ideen der herrschenden Eliten bei bestimmten konkreten Angelegenheiten und unter spezifischen Bedingungen zu sehen und auszudrücken, und zwar vor allem bei der Ausübung der Macht und im Entscheidungsverfahren (einschließlich Versammlungen, Beratungen und Hilfeleistung an die Herrscher); in den Zeiten von Konflikten und Kontroversen (einschließlich Legitimierung von Macht- und Nachfolgekrisen); bei zeremoniellen Angelegenheiten (Krönung, Zeremonien, Convivia, Adventus Regis). Die erwähnten ritualisierten Kommunikationsformen waren offensichtlich bekannt und von den herrschenden Gruppen in allen drei verfolgten Ländern aktiv genutzt.
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